
Tuesday 12/06/2022
Week 1

Performing Arts
PAGr5Lp9 Twisted Drumming
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

MU:Cn11.0.5a Demonstrate understanding of relationships between music and the other arts, other disciplines, varied
contexts, and daily life.
EQ.11 How do the other arts, other disciplines, contexts, and daily life inform creating, performing, and responding to
music?
EU.11 Understanding connections to varied contexts and daily life enhances musicians' creating, performing, and
responding.

The learners will...
• identify the correct hand placement for bass and tone sounds on a drum.
• analyze the tongue twister to determine the rhythm.
• choose one rhythm to play.
• create and perform the rhythm with a partner.

Vocabulary
• audiate - hear and comprehend sounds in one’s head (inner hearing), even when no sound is present
• phrase - musical segment with a clear beginning and ending, similar to a sentence
• rhythm - organization of sound and silences

Essential Question
Questioning
Reflecting
Observations
Self-Assessment
Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Expectations
Good Morning, Fifth Graders! Let’s begin with our Art greeting! (See Slide) During art class our art attitude matters, Ms. Doyle and I
have three expectations of you:

1. Always do your best.
2. Respect others
3. Take care of materials

After discussing the expectations and kinesphere, modeling, and checking for understanding, explain the consequences for not
following the expectations - a warning and a time-out. Discuss the Artists' Habits, Performing Arts, vocabulary, and I Can statements.
Teach ready position with instruments.

Context / Purpose
In Performing Arts, we will create rhythms on our drums. Today, we will use tongue twisters to help us create our
rhythms. Discuss tongie twisters and the hand placement for drumming.

Warm-up
Let's learn about woodchucks! Follow along with the Google Slides presentation.

Echo teach the text. Familiarize the students with the text by playing and then asking them "where did I stop?"

Speak only “wood/would” (homonyms); speak only “chuck”. Speak “wood/would” and “chuck”; transfer “wood/would” to
pats and “chunk" to light claps.
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Drum the rhythm of the poem, all tones. Drum only “wood/would” placing them in the middle of the drum as bass sounds.
May separate a group to play “wood/would” bass sounds while others play tones. Play only “chuck” by placing them on
the sides of the drum. May use a separate group to play “chuck” while others play tones." For a challenge drum
everything but wood/would and chuck.

Rehearsal/Performance

Let's put it all together. Using the Google Slides presentation, teach the students to how to break into groups: wood/
would, chuck, and tones. Allow students to practice a few minutes.
Divide into 4 groups:

How much wood could a woodchuck chuck
If a woodchuck would a woodchuck chuck could chuck wood?
A woodchuck would chuck as much as he could,
And that’d be a lot of wood!

Layer in and out.

That was terrific! Now, please return to your bubble. Let's prepare to clean-up by following our clean-up procedure. (See
Slide) Have students follow the outlined procedure.

Student Self-assessment / Reflection
What did you notice about the drums? How did the tongue twister help us perform?
Checklist: I can recognize the tone and bass sounds on the drum. I can place my hands in the correct position on the
drum. I can play the Woodchuck rhythm.

End with ASL Goodbye, “Thank you! See you next time!"
Formative Assessments

Direct Observation
Purposeful observation of an art performance task which can be documented by note taking, digital media, or checklists.
Kinesthetic Practice
Rehearsal of concepts taught during lesson and imitated or self-initiated to create or improve upon for informal in class
performance
Checklists
A list of easily identifiable components that can be marked as successful, making progress, needs support, etc.

Instructional Strategies
s Monitor Progress
s Work Together
s Expectations
s Check for Understanding

Materials / Resources / Technology
AC Expectations / Google Slides
Tubanos
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Differentiation / Modifications
ELL and/or special needs students may be buddied with another student to assist or given the option to draw their ideas or express them in their own
language.

Physically challenged students can always be accommodated (e.g., the students can move to form a group by grouping around the student in a
wheelchair, or participate with modifications made to the movement -using only upper body).
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